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KEY=THE - MALAKI BALL
THE TEST
Townsend Press After ignoring the changes in her body over the last few weeks, Bluford High student Liselle Mason realizes she can't
forget her brief relationship with Oscar Price and struggles to cope with her increasing panic after her brother notices her growing
belly.

NO WAY OUT
LITTLE PEACH
Harper Collins A riveting and powerful story of a runaway girl lured into prostitution in New York City, perfect for fans of Ellen Hopkins
and Patricia McCormick. What do you do if you're in trouble? When Michelle runs away from her drug-addicted mother, she has just
enough money to make it to New York City, where she hopes to move in with a friend. But once she arrives at the bustling Port
Authority, she is confronted with the terrifying truth: She is alone and out of options. Then she meets Devon, a good-looking, welldressed guy who emerges from the crowd armed with a kind smile, a place for her to stay, and eyes that seem to understand exactly
how she feels. But Devon is not who he seems to be, and soon Michelle ﬁnds herself engulfed in the world of child prostitution, where
he becomes her "Daddy" and she is his "Little Peach." It is a world of impossible choices, where the line between love and abuse,
captor and savior, is blurred beyond recognition. This hauntingly vivid story illustrates the human spirit's indomitable search for home
and one girl's struggle to survive.
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A MATTER OF TRUST
Townsend Press The second novel in the Bluford Series.

SECRETS IN THE SHADOWS
Townsend Press The third novel in the Bluford Series.

THE BLUFORD SERIES
A COLLECTION OF FIFTEEN BOOKS
Set in contemporary urban America, ﬁfteen young adult novels focus on the lives of a group of high school students and their families.

THE BULLY
Penguin UK Everyone knows that Simon Mason is a bully, and that he is picking on Anna, David and Rebekkah, but when Simon's
teacher takes a closer look, the situation turns out not to be as clear cut as it seemed. Suggested level: primary, intermediate.

THE FALLEN
Scholastic Inc. Martin Luna struggles to rebuild his life after the death of his little brother and ﬁnds himself getting in trouble in school
and at home.

UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN
Townsend Press This story continues the tale of the Wills family. Darcy learns that Hakeem, her ﬁrst boyfriend, is moving out of the
state. Then her grandmother's health declines and a mysterious new person comes into her life.

BREAKING POINT
Townsend Press With her family problems mounting, people pressuring her to tell them what is bothering her, Vicky Fallon knows
something is about to snap.
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THE CHOSEN
Townsend Press "Cooper, I'm sorry," Darcy said quickly, trying to control the damage. "I didn't mean that. This has nothing to do with
you or this party. I just--" Girl, you better leave or things are gonna get ugly in here real quick," Tarah warned. Cooper stepped in
between the girls then. "Tarah, you don't wanna do this. Please..." Darcy Wills feels the pressure. Her best friend, Tarah Carson has
grown distant and hostile since the start of the school year. And a medical crisis in Darcy's family has stress boiling over at home.
When surprising news forces Darcy to look at the future beyond Bluford High, she realizes huge decisions are looming. Unsure what to
do but unable to avoid what's coming, Darcy has no easy options. Her choices will cut both ways. Some doors will open, but others
may close forever.

LOST AND FOUND
Townsend Press After a mysterious stranger starts following her and a threatening note is left on her desk at Bluford High School,
Darcy Wills must race against time to save her missing sister.

EDUCATION OF BLACK PEOPLE
Ten essays, spanning six decades, reveal Du Bois's continuing concern with the Black American's educational needs

SCHOOLED
Townsend Press With low grades and bad advice from friends and family, Lionel Shepard has a hard time achieving his dream of
playing basketball for Bluford High.

CINNAMON GIRL
LETTERS FOUND INSIDE A CEREAL BOX
HarperTeen From U.S. Poet Laureate Juan Felipe Herrera comes the story of one teen’s emotional journey in the days after 9/11, and a
personal look at the culture of Loisaida, the Lower East Side of Manhattan. This emotional and stirring novel won the Américas Award
and is written in a unique and arresting style. When the Twin Towers fell, New York City was blanketed by dust. On the Lower East
Side, Yolanda, the cinnamon girl, makes her manda, her promise. She vows to gather as much of the dust as she can. Maybe if she
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can return it to Ground Zero, she can comfort all the voices. Maybe that will help Uncle DJ open his eyes again. As tragedies from her
past mix in the air of an unthinkable present, Yolanda searches for hope. Maybe it’s buried somewhere in the silvery dust of Alphabet
City.

KARMA OF BROWN FOLK
U of Minnesota Press “How does it feel to be a problem?” asked W. E. B. Du Bois of black Americans in his classic The Souls of Black
Folk. A hundred years later, Vijay Prashad asks South Asians “How does it feel to be a solution?” In this kaleidoscopic critique, Prashad
looks into the complexities faced by the members of a “model minority”-one, he claims, that is consistently deployed as "a weapon in
the war against black America." On a vast canvas, The Karma of Brown Folk attacks the two pillars of the “model minority” image, that
South Asians are both inherently successful and pliant, and analyzes the ways in which U.S. immigration policy and American
Orientalism have perpetuated these stereotypes. Prashad uses irony, humor, razor-sharp criticism, personal reﬂections, and historical
research to challenge the arguments made by Dinesh D’Souza, who heralds South Asian success in the U.S., and to question the quiet
accommodation to racism made by many South Asians. A look at Deepak Chopra and others whom Prashad terms “Godmen” shows us
how some South Asians exploit the stereotype of inherent spirituality, much to the chagrin of other South Asians. Following the long
engagement of American culture with South Asia, Prashad traces India’s eﬀect on thinkers like Cotton Mather and Henry David
Thoreau, Ravi Shankar’s inﬂuence on John Coltrane, and such essential issues as race versus caste and the connection between
antiracism activism and anticolonial resistance. The Karma of Brown Folk locates the birth of the “model minority” myth, placing it
ﬁrmly in the context of reaction to the struggle for Black Liberation. Prashad reclaims the long history of black and South Asian
solidarity, discussing joint struggles in the U.S., the Caribbean, South Africa, and elsewhere, and exposes how these powerful
moments of alliance faded from historical memory and were replaced by Indian support for antiblack racism. Ultimately, Prashad
writes not just about South Asians in America but about America itself, in the tradition of Tocqueville, Du Bois, Richard Wright, and
others. He explores the place of collective struggle and multiracial alliances in the transformation of self and community-in short, how
Americans deﬁne themselves. AWARDS Village Voice Favorite Books of 2000

BLUFORD SERIES SET
SHATTERED
Townsend Press Teenager Darcy Wills must deal with painful secrets from her past in order to save her family and her friendships.
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BLOOD IS THICKER
Townsend Press Hakeem has a hard time adjusting when, due to his father's sickness, Hakeem and his family must move in with his
uncle in distant Detroit, especially when he has to share his room with his moody cousin Savon.

OFFICIAL U.S. BULLETIN
SOMEONE TO LOVE ME
Scholastic Inc. When Cindy Gibson starts dating Bobby Wallace, he appears to be everything that Cindy is looking for, until he starts
behaving strangely and Cindy ﬁnds herself in the worst trouble of her life.

HOMEBOYZ
Hachette UK Alan Lawrence Sitomer writes a compelling story of piecing together a life after a devastating loss--when the threat of
violence lurks at every step. When Teddy Anderson's little sister Tina is gunned down randomly in a drive-by shooting, the gangstas
who rule the streets in the Anderson family's rapidly deteriorating neighborhood dismiss the incident as just another case of wrong
place, wrong time. According to gangsta logic, Tina doesn't even count as a statistic. After his elaborately laid plans for revenge
against his sister's killer are foiled by the cops. Teddy soon ﬁnds himself in and then out of prison on house arrest, into the hands of
Oﬃcer Mariana Diaz, the smart, tough probation oﬃcer assigned to oversee his endless hours of community service. As part of the
innovative rehabilitation program Diaz runs, Teddy is assigned to tutor Micah, a twelve-year-old orphan and would-be gansta. As
Teddy goes through the motions of complying with the terms of his probation, Diaz has no idea that he is using his genius-level
computer hacker skills to plot his ﬁnal vengeance and to defraud the state education system of hundreds of thousands of dollars. But
even though Teddy thinks he knows it all, he fails to see how Micah's desperate need for love and trust just might have the power not
only to pierce all Teddy's defenses, but to save his family.

SUMMER OF SECRETS
Townsend Press When a frightening ordeal turns her life upside down, Darcy reaches out to her friends for help, but discovers that one
of them has an even bigger secret.
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SURVIVOR
Townsend Press "Tarah Carson has hidden the secret for years. No one--not her mother, her friends at Bluford High, or even her
boyfriend, Cooper Hodden--knows what her uncle did to her years ago. Tarah hoped to keep it that way. But an upcoming reunion is
forcing Tarah's past into the present."--Back cover.

HOMEROOM DIARIES
Hachette UK After recovering from an emotional breakdown, a scrappy high school student dares to be happy and disrupt the social
scene. Margaret "Cuckoo" Clarke recently had a brief stay in a mental institution following an emotional breakdown, but she's turning
over a new leaf with her "Operation Happiness". She's determined to beat down the bad vibes of the Haters, the Terror Teachers, and
all of the trials and tribulations of high school by writing and drawing in her diary. And when life gets really tough, she works through
her own moments of uncertainty through imaginary conversations with her favorite literary characters. Cuckoo's also got a nearly
impossible mission: she, along with her misﬁt band of self-deprecating friends (who call themselves "the Freakshow") decide to bridge
the gap between warring cliques and "bring the Nations together". Not everyone is so willing to join hands and get along, but Cuckoo
never stops smiling . . . until one of her closest friends, pushed to desperation by a Hater prank, decides that enough is enough. In
James Patterson's ﬁrst highly illustrated "diary ﬁction" story for teens, the mega-bestselling author's most endearing and original teen
heroine ever proves that everyone can use a helping hand once in a while.

THE MCCLUNG GENEALOGY
A GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF THE MCCLUNG FAMILY FROM THE TIME OF THEIR
EMIGRATION TO THE YEAR 1904
THE GUN
Townsend Press After being publically humiliated in school by Darrell Mercer, Tyray Hobbs seeks revenge to gain back respect.

PROMISES TO KEEP
Townsend Press No one likes Tyray Hobbs. Once a feared bully, he’s become an outcast. At Bluford High, his peers taunt him for how
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he treated them. At home, his parents punish him for the trouble he’s caused. Unable to escape his reputation or his past, Tyray is
desperate. And when an unlikely friendship develops, he clings to it like a lifeline. Now that connection is threatened, and Tyray faces
his toughest decision yet. Will his next move lead him to ruin or redemption—or both?

BROTHERS IN ARMS
Townsend Press After his little brother is shot and killed, Martin Luna struggles between staying out of trouble and avenging his
brother.

HOLDEMAN DESCENDANTS
A COMPILATION OF THE GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL RECORD OF THE DESCENDANTS OF CHRISTIAN
HOLDEMAN, 1788-1846 (CLASSIC REPRINT)
Forgotten Books Excerpt from Holdeman Descendants: A Compilation of the Genealogical and Biographical Record of the Descendants
of Christian Holdeman, 1788-1846 Haldeman Baldridge, Bellevue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Obituaries, found in the Herald of Truth
and the Gospel Herald, were extensively used as sources of information, and also sketches from the Wakarusa Tribune, and other
papers. The writer is not only truly grateful to the many who have cheerfully submitted information, but also especially to those who
have generously contributed to the success of the enterprise by purchasing books. He is well aware that there are imperfections in
this compilation, and that errors will likely be found by the reader. Addresses and occupa tions constantly change, and complete
escape from misspell ings and erroneous dates may not have been fully achieved. For this he solicits the forbearance of the reader.
About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases,
an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works.

CONNECTION IN EAST TENNESSEE
The Overmountain Press This long out-of-print genealogical reference has become much sought after by residents of East Tennessee.
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PRETTY UGLY
Townsend Press When Jamee Wills stands up for a shy new girl at Bluford High, she becomes the bullies target.

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR FOR SHELTER VETERINARIANS AND STAFF
John Wiley & Sons Animal Behavior for Shelter Veterinarians and Staﬀ presents and evaluates the available research and programs
that address both animal and human behaviors associated with the intake, management and rehoming of dog and cats. Introductions
to dog and cat behavior relevant to any animal professional Reviews behavioral reasons for the relinquishment of dogs and cats
Describes intake and assessment protocol, shelter design, training and enrichment programs that reduce stress and enhance
behavioral well-being Concepts to improve the adoption process and support the human-animal bond post-adoption

EXECUTIVE MANPOWER
PLAN B
Darby Creek When Lucy gets pregnant, her plans to go to college, become a Spanish teacher, and marry her boyfriend Luke are in
question, and together they must make a diﬃcult decision.

EVERY LITTLE THING IN THE WORLD
Simon and Schuster When sixteen-year-old Sydney Biggs’s pregnancy test shows the telltale plus sign, she conﬁdes in only her best
friend Natalia, and Natalia promptly “borrows” her mother’s car so Sydney can confront the baby’s father. But after the car is reported
stolen and police bring the girls home, their parents send them away to wilderness camp as punishment. With six weeks to spend in
the wilds of Canada, time is ticking for Sydney, who isn’t sure what she wants to do about the pregnancy. As she befriends her fellow
adventuremates and contends with Natalia’s adamant opinions on the choices available, Sydney realizes that making the right choice
can mean very diﬀerent things.

FINGERPRINTS OF YOU
Simon and Schuster A teen embarks on the road trip of a lifetime in this authentic, beautifully written debut novel that Judy Blume
says is “sure to appeal to both teens and adults.” Lemon grew up with Stella, a single mom who wasn’t exactly maternal. Stella
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always had a drink in her hand and a new boyfriend every few months, and when things got out of hand, she would whisk Lemon oﬀ to
a new town for a fresh beginning. Now, just as they are moving yet again, Lemon discovers that she is pregnant from a reckless
encounter—with a guy Stella had been ﬂirting with. On the verge of revisiting her mother’s mistakes, Lemon struggles to cope with
the idea of herself as a young unmarried mother, as well as the fact that she’s never met her own father. Determined to have at least
one big adventure before she has the baby, Lemon sets oﬀ on a cross-country road trip, intending not only to meet her father, but to
ﬁgure out who she wants to be. Lyrical and moving prose, from an original voice whose writing Judy Blume calls “luminous,” deftly
depicts the nuanced conﬂicts of early motherhood and the search for identity.

BLEED LIKE ME
Simon and Schuster From the author of Fault Line comes an edgy and heartbreaking novel about two self-destructive teens in a Sid
and Nancy–like romance full of passion, chaos, and dyed hair. Seventeen-year-old Amelia Gannon (just “Gannon” to her friends) is
invisible to almost everyone in her life. To her parents, to her teachers—even her best friend, who is more interested in bumming
cigarettes than bonding. Some days the only way Gannon knows she is real is by carving bloody lines into the ﬂesh of her stomach.
Then she meets Michael Brooks, and for the ﬁrst time, she feels like she is being seen to the core of her being. Obnoxious, controlling,
damaged, and addictive, he inserts himself into her life until all her scars are exposed. Each moment together is a passionate, painful
relief. But as the relationship deepens, Gannon starts to feel as if she’s standing at the foot of a dam about to burst. She’s given up
everything and everyone in her life for him, but somehow nothing is enough for Brooks—until he poses the ultimate test. Bleed Like
Me is a piercing, intimate portrayal of the danger of a love so obsessive it becomes its own biggest threat.

SEARCH FOR SAFETY
Townsend Press Ben McKee, a new student at Bluford High School, tries to hide the bruises covering his body from his teachers and
his new friends.

HISTORY OF GIBSON COUNTY, INDIANA, HER PEOPLE, INDUSTRIES AND INSTITUTIONS
WITH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF REPRESENTATIVE CITIZENS AND GENEALOGICAL RECORDS OF MANY OF
THE OLD FAMILIES
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